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Underwater Houses
First Place Poetry
Peggy Wilburn

If I stand still long enough, the fish
will nibble at my skin and tell me stories,
bring up secrets from the bottom
where deserted farms are resting, and husks
of barns lie soft and swollen
in underwater valleys.
The fish mouth Os and swim through rafters
of abandoned churches. Broken glass
and pennies coated green
sink deeper into mud, and roots
of soggy trees push into muck
like twisted fingers.
Surely ghosts are haunting the green-tinged
night of underwater houses, farmers wade
the fields in rotting boots, their wives
in silky Sunday dresses,
floating like the soft
side-fins of fish suspended at the bottom.
The bones of dogs buried in the garden
sink deeper in silt and yards of water,
and green-skinned ghosts of children
walk rutted roads home from school. Boys clutch
baited cane poles in their slim
white fingers and wait, crouched
on creekbanks, for the dark
smooth fish to nibble at their hooks.
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Discarding Days
Honorable Mention Poetry
Peggy Wilburn

The clock ticks, fast as a mouse's heartbeat,
it ticks against my shoulder. I hold out withered hands
like waiting traps to snatch time from the air, to tear
life from the tiny bones of moments.
I trim off last month's growth of fingernails,
discarding days like dry, gnawed chicken bones that pile
in heaps around my feet.
My toenails rot in some London
garbage dump, and bits of skin left mouldering
on subway train-cars cling to the clothes of strangers.
I pick off particles of skin as flies paint my toes
black with brushstrokes of their wings. They buzz
around the piles of bones as if they didn't care for my hunger
or my words. These words. They are nothing
but tombstones sinking in the soft black earth
of graveyards while discarded bones decay.
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Potatoes
Honorable Mention Poetry
Peggy Wilburn

I have a sack of wrinkled, brown potatoes
under my sink, where water-pipe stalactites hang
in moist, dark air. They sprout, poking
twisted, yellow tubers from their withering skins
while the moon-faced clock ticks nights away.
I know that they are growing
up from the floor of that cavern, pushing
through the damp air while I sleep, and yet
I do not pull them out,
or plant them in the garden.
I fear such almost-phosphorescent, yellow shoots
sprouting in my kitchen, afraid that
some cold January morning I will wake
to find those crooked tubers wrapped,
like fingers, around my coffee cup, twined
in stinking knots around the kitchen table's legs,
or spreading, like soft, yellow veins of disease
across the linoleum, reaching
for the crack beneath the door.
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Building Castles
Peggy Wilburn

A tree half-petrified and heavy
under the weight of time, I stand.
The wind blows and I know
the wind. The mountain shakes;
I tremble. I read
the scattered knowledge in the changing
clouds and, bit by bit, replace myself
with elements that harden into rock.
My soul, half-calcified, a fossil. I creak
to move while buried under ages of debris.
My brittle branches click in the wind, following
the blind and yellow arc of sun; I press
against the sky.
My roots dig down like water
trickles, filling up the empty spaces
in the ground, like worms who build
the earth blindly, burrowing
to rework mud and moving always.
My branches sway and creak
at night, and I am building dark castles
with my roots. Half-frozen in these convoluted
twistings, roots and branches wind
ever outward, worming through the dirt and air, digging, building,
squeezing out debris. I make corridors from the mud of earth,
and tunnels toward the stars.

_________________________ s _________________________

Girls

Second Place Art

Brenda Ray
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Not Quite Ophelia
Peggy Wilburn

I walk barefoot
through beds of green
unformed frogs, squeezing them
between these skins,
my toes.
Bubbles seep from mud, exploding
on the lake's smooth surface; I inhale
the dank and mouldering odor
of air, then dive
into the dark water,
feel it seeping
into my eyes and ears.
Bubbles pop
like the green husks
of frogs as I release
my breath to turn backflips
through the blackness
until I, again, am nothing.

------------------------1------------------------

Lessons
First Place Fiction

Ryan Hardesty

Hit

him, Jerry!" someone shouted.
"He won't hit me," said the larger of the two who stood facing one another,
surrounded by a circle of sweaty boys all anxious to see a fight.
The smaller boy, the new boy, Jerry, held his fists in front of his face, not
as though preparing to swing, but as though ready to protect himself from
the blows he knew would come soon. He said nothing, his gaze fixed on the
cocked fists of his opponent.
"Come on, sissy boy," said the pimply-faced Jack from his place in the crowd.
Jack would never fight anyone, always instead running away, but he always
shouted loudest at someone else's fight, and was the most anxious to see someone
else take a thrashing.
"Can't you see I'm giving you the first blow?" asked Eddie, six inches and
thirty pounds bigger Eddie, always loud and sweating Eddie, Eddie of the legendary
fists, king of the schoolyard Eddie. "My dad says a gentleman always gives
wimps the first blow, 'cause it'll be the only one they get before they hit
the ground."
They all laughed at that, these boys who had all in their turn been whipped,
publicly and soundly, by Eddie, and who wanted to see him "welcome" the
new boy to school. They always laughed when Eddie laughed and always let
Eddie play quarterback or pitch, fearing in their small, experienced bones the
day when that terrible smile of his would fall on them, and the blows and
the pain that would inevitably follow.
"If you don't start swinging soon you're gonna lose your only punch, pussy,"
Eddie said.
They all gasped at the use of such powerful, dangerous, adult language, thinking
that surely this would provoke him, because what man, what boy even, could
stand before such abuse and still maintain his dignity? Being whipped by Eddie
was no great loss of dignity because they had all suffered it, Eddie being simply
a force of nature to them, an unbeatable presence that everyone had long
ago learned to bend before. But to take such taunting and still be whipped,
that was cowardice. That was fear.
Jerry said nothing, gave no notice to the insult, but kept his fists clenched
so tight that they hurt and kept his eyes on the slowly moving arms of Eddie.
"Here comes Miss Morris!" someone warned, and immediately the crowd
dispersed, leaving only the two boys still facing one another in statue-like rigidity,
neither willing to be the first one to drop his hands and run.
"What's going on here, boys?" Miss Morris asked as she grabbed Eddie's
shoulder, comprehending at a glance the what of it, but not the why.
"Aw, nothing, Miss Morris. We was just playing around," Eddie said, flashing
her his cherubic smile and dropping his thick hairy arms to his sides. "Right,
Jerry, old pal?"
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Jerry said nothing as he lowered his arms, his eyes never leaving Eddie's
smiling, sweating face.
"Well, don't let me catch you two fighting or I'll have you in the principal's
office," she said, and because she was a female she could never sense the
why of it, not the meaning and not the importance, not the need of it, the
unavoidability. "Young men should not fight, especially not at school. Eddie,
here comes your bus," she said and walked away, still not understanding why
it had to happen, this thing between boys, between men, the way a tornado
happens or a flood happens.
"Tomorrow, pussy," Eddie said, shaking his bone-filled fist at Jerry, who
watched but said nothing.
Jerry found his father in the kitchen, reading the newspaper with his feet
propped up on the table and the ever-present can of Budweiser in his calloused,
grease-encrusted hand.
Jerry watched him for a moment, wondering why he had been summoned
so soon after school to face the inevitable wrath of his father. Usually it was
much later in the afternoon before his father, drunk and angry, called him
to the kitchen to berate him for some real or imagined oversight, some chore
that Jerry had neglected to do or had done with less enthusiasm than his
father demanded.
"I saw Frank Dotson a minute ago," his father said, pausing to swallow
the last of the beer.
Jerry watched his adam's apple bob up and down as he drank, and when
the beer was gone he crushed the aluminum can in his hand.
"He said his boy Jack told him you almost got into a fight at school. Is
that true?''
Jerry nodded, afraid to speak, afraid his fear and sharpe would come rushing
out of him like blood or vomit. He was even more ashamed in front of his
father, who feared no one and nothing and hated fear above all things.
"He said you wouldn't fight. That you were afraid."
Jerry sensed the accusation, the anger, the embarrassment at having his
son called a coward by one of his friends, the father shamed as well by the
son's fear, as if that fear reflected some failure on the part of the father,
some stain in the blood that had been passed down for generations and had
just now pushed its way to the surface in the shape of a son.
Jerry felt the pain rising in his throat, and he closed his eyes and funneled
the pain into words. "We didn't have no time. Miss Morris came and broke
us up. He never hit me or nothing, we just stood there and I was ready to
swing, I swear I was, when she came and made us stop on account of it ain't
right to fight at school, she said, but then the buses came and we didn't get
to fight," which all came in a breathless rush, rolling out of him uncontrolled
and full of a fear that he heard and that he knew his father heard as well.
"Did he call you a pussy?" his father asked.
Jerry nodded, afraid now of tears in front of his father, which would make
it worse in front of his father who never cried and who said tears were for
babies and women and pussy men.
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"And you just stood there?"
Jerry didn't even nod because the answer was obvious and to admit it would
somehow make the shame worse, the tears more possible.
"Hell, boy, I'm inclined to agree with him myself. You some kind of
chickenshit? We don't allow no chickenshits in this family. My father didn't
allow them and I don't allow them neither."
"He was bigger than me," Jerry said, unable to remain silent in the face
of such anger. "And everybody was on his side. He would of killed me. I
would of fought though, if he had hit me, but just standing there I couldn't
make my arms move and then she broke us up."
His father looked away, thinking now. Jerry wanted to leave, to run from
the house and find Eddie and pound his hands into that fat smiling face until
the skin fell from the bones, until the blood poured from his eyes, until he
screamed and kicked and stopped screaming and was dead. Anything was
preferable to facing his father who was never afraid and who never cried.
"Listen, son," he said, his voice softer now, almost parental, almost gentle.
"When I was a boy, about your age, I got myself in a similar predicament.
Come here and I'll tell you about it."
Jerry walked toward him, his father's outstretched arm hard with muscle
and covered with man-hair. A slim white scar ran six inches down the length
of it from where a drunken companion had sliced it with a switchblade, angry
at the arm's owner for taking away his girlfriend. His father had then beaten
his friend senseless with that same bleeding arm, not afraid then or afterward
and never crying, never even caring about the pain, which he always claimed
not to have felt anyway, being so drunk and all.
He sat in a chair beside his father, wondering if all men smelled the way
his father did, of grease and beer, and wondering if all fathers fought with
switchblades and nearly bled to death in church parking lots. He wondered
if all fathers were coal miners, and if they were, what was it in the coal dust
that could make a man so angry he would punch holes in the walls with
his fists and throw chairs through the window and into the yard. He didn't
know. He only knew that his father did these things, that his father was a
coal miner, and that his father had a scar on his left arm from a switchblade's
bite.
He also knew that now his father was speaking to him, telling him a story
about his own childhood, and that he should listen carefully in case his father
asked him any questions.
"When I was a boy," his father said, "and we lived in the coal camps in
Hardin, there was this huge, ugly kid named Ernie Gooslin who lived up the
road a piece, near Blackcamp Holler. Ernie was older than the rest of us,
and a helluva sight bigger. Every day we walked home together after school,
all of us boys that lived there in the camp, and every evening like clockwork
Ernie would pick out somebody and whip the shit out of him. There wasn't
no way to avoid it, see, because we had to walk home the same way, and
if you managed to get away one day then he'd just catch you the next time
he saw you outside, because we all lived right there together. If Ernie picked
you out for a whipping, it was better to go ahead and get it over with.
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"For a long time he ignored me, on account of I was too little, but he
used to whip my older brother once or twice a week. But then, a few days
after I turned eleven (Ernie must have been about fifteen I guess) he said
to me: 'I guess you think you're a man now, huh, Roy?' And then he informed
me that tomorrow I got to start getting what all the other 'men' got, and
that me and him had what he called a 'pointment after school the next day.'
You listening to me, boy?"
"Yes, dad," Jerry said, wishing his father would finish so he could get outside
and away. He knew that if he could just get outside, into the hills, he could
climb and run all evening and forget about Ernie and Eddie. He could climb
all the way to the top of the hill behind the house, up to where the old
barbed wire fence ran along the ridge, dividing the hill into two parts, a light
part and a dark part; the light part went down and into a valley where someone
had a farm, and the dark part went rolling, fold after fold, right into his own
back yard.
"Jerry!" his father shouted, slapping him lightly on the ear."God dammit
son, pay attention." He stopped talking and looked around the room.
"Linda!" he shouted. "Linda! Get in here and get me another beer. And
hurry up about it."
Jerry heard his mother stomping through the house, mumbling to herself,
and then she came into the kitchen wearing her dingy blue housecoat and
matching slippers, her hair still in curlers despite the fact that it was five
thirty in the evening.
"I was all the way in the bathroom and you was sitting right here beside
the damn refrigerator and you can't reach over and get your own damn beer,"
she said. "Don't your arms work or somethin?" She slammed a can of beer
on the table and stomped out of the room without waiting for a reply.
"Listen, woman," his father shouted, his face turning red. "I work all goddamned day while you stay here, sitting on your fat ass and watching soap
operas! I'm the man in this house and when I say shit you better ask me
what color. And if this beer spews on me I'll come in there and slap your
smart mouth." He opened the can (no spew) and swallowed half of it in one
gulp, his adam's apple bobbing up and down, up and down.
Jerry watched him, thinking how his mother deserved it, she who was the
opposite of his father, who cried all the time and was afraid of everything,
especially of his father. And yet she continued to nag at him and throw things
at him whenever he came home too late, despite the fights that invariably
followed, despite the yelling she swore she despised but continued to bring
on herself with her screaming, her crying. Jerry didn't really blame him for
hitting her sometimes, even though it scared him and made him cry. At least
it shut her up.
"Stupid woman," his father grumbled. "They just don't understand how
hard it is being a man, having a family to support. They think it's all soap
operas and romance, don't they? Bet she never had to fight nobody. 'Cept
me, every once in a while," he said, chuckling. "Now where was we?"
"You had to fight Eddie," Jerry said.
"Ernie. Well, what happened was, the next day after school Ernie met me
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at the train tracks and started asking me if I was ready for my medicine.
He could see I was scared, so he thought he'd play with me a little. What
he didn't see was a foot long piece of two by four that I had behind my
back. He didn't see it till it was about an inch from his face, and then he
didn't see much of nothing for the next two or three days." He stopped,
laughing softly to himself as if savoring a fond old memory, reliving the beauty
of it.
"After he healed up we became good friends, and he never said a word
to me no more. From then on we took turns whipping the other boys, and
we whipped them good."
His father stopped, finished his beer and yelled for another. He winked
at Jerry as his mother came stomping through the house again, cursing first
under her breath and then cursing loudly. His father just laughed and slapped
her playfully on the butt as she went out, as always, in a good mood after
recounting one of his adventures.
"And that was the last time I was ever afraid of anything," his father said.
"I wasn't even afraid of my daddy anymore, and it wasn't long after that
when I whipped him for the first time."
Jerry nodded, wondering when he would complete the circle and whip this
man, his father, his unfearing, unfeeling, thick-armed father.
"Now I'm not as mean as my daddy. I'm not saying that you have to whip
this boy's ass or nothing. Sometimes you just can't. You ain't nearly the man
I was, not even when I was your age. No, you just fight him. You just stand
up to him and hold your own with him and if he whips you, you walk away
like a man, whipped but not beaten, with your pride which is all you got
that is your own and not anyone else's to give or to take away. I don't want
no chickenshit crybaby for no son. You understand?"
"I don't know how to fight," Jerry said, because this too demanded an answer,
some recognition of a lesson heard, learned, and appreciated.
"Then, by God, it's time you learned how. Come on outside."
Jerry spent the afternoon learning to box, how to lead with his left in slow
jabs, then to swing hard with his right, aiming for the nose and mouth; and
how to avoid blows by ducking (or dunking as his father said). He learned
to throw sand in his opponent's face if his opponent got him pinned to the
ground, and was told to swing first when his enemy didn't expect it or, if
necessary, to sneak up behind him and belt him in the back of the head.
He was also advised that if worse came to worse, to "kick him in the balls,
boy, kick him in the balls."
Then his father got down on his knees and told Jerry to really try to hit
him, and that he too would hit if the boy didn't defend himself properly.
Jerry jabbed and jabbed (and swung!) and missed, and then his father hit him
hard in the stomach, knocking him out of breath and onto his back where
he lay half in tears listening to his father laughing. He stood and jabbed, faking
with the wild right-handed swing before plowing around with a left to his
father's nose, a trick he wasn't taught but that instinct (and fear of another
blow to the stomach) created from nowhere and demanded that he use. The
thrill of contact, of success, the sharp pain that ran through his closed hand
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and up his arm, sent him out of control, and he launched himself upon that
face , swinging and screaming and then suddenly landing on his back in tears
of rage as his father stood above him, the red impression of knuckles across
his face, laughing.
He spent the night awake, tossing in his bed and thinking about Eddie,
especially that part of Eddie that towered above him, that glared down at
him. He thought about Eddie's fists, wondering how much they would hurt
when they slammed into his face.
Lying on his stomach on his bed, the window beside him open and filling
the room with night sounds, he played the fight over and over in his imagination,
attempting to chart the position of those fists and the pathways they might
take as they sought his vulnerable parts, attempting to piece together some
drastic strategy from the few bits of fighting lore he possessed. He tried for
hours to make the fight come out in his favor, but his only conclusion was
that Eddie was going to kill him.
Jerry sighed, hoping he would get sick during the night or that Eddie would
get sick during the night or that an unexpected snowstorm would come and
shut down the school for a month.
He lay still for several minutes, listening to his father snoring in the next
room and letting his fear spread outward into every part of his body. It caused
his skin to tingle, and after a time he felt his fear lift him out of himself
to a place where fear had no meaning, no power to affect, and only the dull
sound of a dog barking somewhere down the road reminded him of where
he was and what he was and why. He counted three heartbeats, and then
the night returned carrying the fear in its arms, and even though he knew
that it would change him, would leave him other than he was, he pulled it
all back into himself, the fear and the shame and the hatred that went along
with it, pulling it back into his chest where it could boil itself into anger
and that thing beyond anger that drives a man even into the face of his
own fear.
Jerry closed his eyes, exhausted after a struggle that he neither understood
nor cared to understand, and went quickly to sleep.
Jerry waited for the bus by the side of the road, watching the mist curl
upward like renegade clouds heading home to the sky. He stood, shivering,
and listened to the sparrows whistling in the trees. As he listened, a crow
came swooping and screeching from across the road, chasing the smaller birds
from their limbs and dispersing them into the cool air. Jerry was glad to see
that the sparrows only flew beyond the crow's reach and settled on other
limbs to take up their songs where they had left off.
Whipped but never beaten, he thought, wishing that God had given him
wings.
The bus came yellow and noisy through the mist, its red and yellow lights
blinking as it slowed and stopped in front of him, each of its long line of
windows framing an unfamiliar, inquisitive face. Jerry found a seat up front,
away from the few faces that he recognized, and tried to ignore their soft
laughter.
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It was only a mile to the schoolhouse, and as the bus pulled into the parking
lot, he saw Eddie waiting on the playground, a small, eager crowd already gathered,
disciple-like, around him.
Jerry went first from the bus to get it over with quickly. He held his hands
clenched and ready, waiting for the blows and hoping that he wouldn't cry,
wouldn't try to run away. He went over the things that his father had taught
him, searching in vain for that one bit of advice that might help him prevail.
Eddie said nothing. Instead, he slapped his fist into the other open palm
in a gesture that signified complete confidence, as well as a certain relaxed
disgust. Jerry stepped off the bus and walked slowly toward him and was taken
up into the center of the circle, surrounded by the eager crowd.
"Hello pus--" Eddie began, just as the unexpected fist connected with his
nose.
Jerry swung again, his hand throbbing from the blow that had only jarred
Eddie, not knocked him down or drawn blood, and this time he missed. His
first punch had only surprised and stunned Eddie for a few seconds, but they
were enough. Jerry knew that he had gained those few crucial seconds at the
beginning of a fight that always, his father had told him, decided it. The outcome
was unalterable from the instant of that first contact, regardless of the rest.
Jerry swung again and connected before Eddie began to fight back. But
somehow they all knew that it was too late, too impossibly late for him to
ever regain what he had lost in those first few seconds, not only the fight
but his playground kingdom and his followers, his disciples who would never
fear him again.
Jerry struggled now against the rage that threatened to consume him, unaware
that he had already won, that even if he refused to swing again and sat down
in the dirt, he had won. He did not know, so he swung again and again,
oblivious to the blows that were now beginning to land on his own face and
chest, blows he didn't feel so much as acknowledge. He was momentarily amazed
that he felt no pain, only an elation in swinging, and then Eddie's face blurred
before him, becoming his father's face, his mother's face, his own, the faces
of all the staring, jeering crowd. He swung, connected, swung, connected, and
launched himself upon that crowd of faces, wanting nothing more than to
pound them all to death and not stopping, not caring, not even noticing when
he felt warm blood on his face and hand, not aware that the laughter he
heard was his own.
His father met him at the door, beer in hand, his face (which still carried
a red imprint of knuckles below the eye) pushed into a questioning grimace.
"W~ll?" his father asked. "Your face is mussed up a little. Looks like you're
going to have a shiner tomorrow. How's Eddie?"
"Busted nose and busted lip, plus maybe a black eye and some sore ribs,"
Jerry said, his voice full of pride.
"Well I'll be god damned, you really let him have it. I'm proud of you,
boy. Damned proud. Like I always said, we don't raise no chickenshits in this
family."
"I got paddled by the principal and expelled for three days," he said, aware
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for the first time of a feeling of accomplishment, of power. He knew that
this feeling was a weapon, and that it would never let him down again. "I
don't give a damn though," he continued, saying damn for the first time in
front of his father and not afraid at all.
"Neither do I. School don't teach you nothing but how to be a pussy. Come
on in, my man," his father said, putting his arm, the scarred one, around
his son's shoulders, his unfearing never-to-cry-again son who would some day
beat him to his knees to complete a circle far older than either of them could
imagine or believe.
"Tell your mother to get you a beer. Did you hear that, Linda? Jerry's a
real bobcat. Just like his old man."
"Get me a beer, Mom," he said, enjoying the way that she did what he
told her to do.
He took the beer from her hands and swallowed, not minding the unfamiliar
taste that made him want to puke. He placed his hand, cold from holding
the beer, against his throat and felt his adam's apple bobbing up and down,
up and down, just like his father's.
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Pat Reading
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Jessica Stinson

Hands
Honorable Mention Poetry
Ryan Hardesty

A

coal miner, she thinks, pushing back a strand
of hair from where it has slipped into her eyes.
She rubs her palms, a woman's softest skin,
against the point where shoulder blade
meets shoulder blade, prodding at the muscle
that has tied itself in knots, giving him another
of his headaches. "It's the damned coaldust,"
she says, letting her fingers sink into the warmth
of his skin, letting it ooze up into her
fingers. "You breathe it all day.
It isn't good, you know?"
He sighs beneath her, purring as a tomcat
would after you've let it in on a frosty
January night, and it's found a spot
beside the stove to unfurl itself.
"I know," he says. "But I've got to work,
don't I? I've got to breathe that dust."
"We could move," she says, but the way
his muscles pull themselves together,
tightening into cords of resistance,
answers her more fully than his silence ever could.
She kneads his flesh, wishing that her fingers
could somehow slip into his heart, and there
unknot the hardness of his disposition, loosen
his insistence on remaining here, on going
underground morning after morning
to gouge out substance from the belly of a mountain.
He won't go. She knows it. She's even asked
before, hinting that Detroit might not be bad.
They could live with her sister for awhile, and
he could get a job with Ford, putting seats in Thunderbirds-but no, he'll have none of it. "My father,"
he always says, just on the edge of screaming or of tears,
"My father worked beneath that mountain forty years,
and my grandfather before him. I can't just leave."
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He's still now, asleep, snoring
softly on his pillow. She stares
intently at the pale, smooth skin of his back,
wishing he didn't stoop so when he walked,
wishing he didn't have to prove himself
against a mountain, against such hard,
unyielding stuff as coal.
She sighs, bending to touch his face, and though
he's still asleep, soothed by the careful pressure
of her hands, she knows that he will know,
that some unslumbering part of him
will remember that final touch,
and be grateful.
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Something
Ryan Hardesty

Something is hidden
from me
tonight,
something that you
have scooped up
in your hands
like
a flame
and will not give me.
i can smell
it burning your flesh
and hear your
soft palms popping,
yet you will not scream
or relent or
give it to me.
i plead, silently, awkwardly with
my eyes.
you
only smile
and tell me to
close
the window.
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Self Pomait
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Bob Hackworth

Metamorphosis Blues
Ryan Hardesty

When

G.egrn-y

Sammn •woke, he ..., qu;te •utpd•ed to d;,covet

that he had been mysteriously transformed into a giant cockroach. At first
he thought that it might be only the remnants of a particularly bad dream,
but as he rolled around on his bed and looked himself over he came to the
conclusion that he had in fact become a cockroach. His body was now just
over eight feet in length and covered with a hard, brown carapace.
Having never been prone to metamorphosing at all, and most certainly not
into giant cockroaches, he immediately concluded that this was the work of
outside forces, possibly diabolic, though he had no idea why anyone would
wish to turn him into a cockroach nor how they would go about it even
if they wanted to. He remembered with perfect clarity crawling into bed the
night before in a very human-like manner, so he further concluded that he
must have suffered this odious change at some point during the night. This
gave him two concrete facts with which to work: that he was indeed a cockroach
and that he had somehow become one during the night of October 17, 1987.
Luckily for Gregory, he slept on his stomach, which left him lying on his
cockroach stomach now. He shuddered to think what might have happened
had he been sleeping on his back when the change came. A cockroach with
years of experience might have managed to flip himself over with a minimum
of difficulty, but Gregory felt certain that, given his unfamiliarity with his
new body, he could never have accomplished it. He supposed that he would
have had to lie there on his back, his several legs kicking madly in the air,
until someone chanced to open the door and look in. Under normal
circumstances that wouldn't have been so bad, because most college students
living in dormitories have roommates, and when the roommate came home
he could have easily helped Gregory to his feet. Gregory, however, patently
refused to share his living quarters with some uncouth, poorly-dressed, undersexed sophomore and paid extra for the private room. This meant that, had
he found himself on his back, he would most likely have had a rather long
and boring wait.
All of this was merely idle speculation, since he wasn't on his back and
had no intention of ever being on his back. He was on his stomach, his pillows
pressed into what once was his face, and he had no difficulty whatever in
lifting his weighty carapace off the bed and sliding it onto the floor. Once
his feet, or whatever passed for feet on a cockroach, touched the cold floor,
he felt much better. He then increased his feeling of comfort by crawling
under his bed, basking in the darkness and the musty aroma of the unwashed
floor. His broad back was pressed tight against the box springs, and he felt
sure that several inches of his rear end were still sticking out, but, nonetheless,
he felt immeasurably better beneath the bed than he had on top of it.
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Gregory lay there, tapping his antennae gently against the cool wall and
considering what his next move might be. First, while he could imagine that
being a cockroach might be a definite plus, he really didn't think that he
wanted to be one for any length of time. He wanted, he was quite sure, to
somehow regain his old body, even though it was twenty pounds overweight,
not particularly attractive, and failing English in a major way. But how to
go about regaining his human form; that was the question. Gregory sensed
that he needed help.
Obviously, phoning for help was out, since he now possessed nothing that
even remotely resembled an opposable thumb, and he felt quite certain that
speech would be beyond his cockroachy powers. He also did not think much
of his chances of opening the doorknob, though he did entertain the possibility
of breaking down the door if necessary. He supposed that he could maneuver
himself out the window, and from there the climb down fourteen stories should
be easy enough, though the thought of the reaction such a move might elicit
from the townspeople forced him to reconsider. This was a rural college and
most of the locals were farmers, not used to seeing eight-foot-long cockroaches
climbing down the sides of dormitories. He had a brief vision of himself clinging
to the ledge on the tenth floor as a horde of Winchester-wielding farmers
unloaded all barrels in his direction, determined to kill the evil roach before
it could wreak havoc among the innocent kids in the dorm.
Gregory sighed, as he had come to the painful conclusion that he was, for
all practical purposes, trapped in his room, and that, even worse, he was getting
hungry. He waited under the bed for several hours, reviewing his options,
and just when he had decided to head out the window and let the farmers
be damned, he heard someone knocking at the door.
"Gregory," a deep voice said, and he knew at once that it was best friend
Elliot, coming over for their weekly game of chess.
Gregory tried to say, "Come in," but the best his cockroach mouth could
manage was a sound that was somewhere between a gurgle and a rasping roar.
He heard the doorknob turn, and for once he was glad that he had forgotten
to lock the door. It opened, and he heard the soft, cautious footsteps as Elliot
entered the room, obviously confused by his friend's uncharacteristic absence.
Gregory was surprised to discover that not only did he hear the footsteps,
he felt them as they tingled his tail receptors, giving him the overpowering
urge to run.
"Gregory, where are-" Elliot said, stopping so abruptly in mid-sentence
that Gregory felt sure he had seen the six inches or so of his tail section
sticking out from under the bed. Very slowy, so as not to frighten his friend,
Gregory backed out into the open floor, his antennae twitching ever so slightly,
exposing himself and his grotesque metamorphosis to his friend. For a moment
the two stared at one another, and then Elliot broke into fits of laughter.
He slapped his thighs and fell backwards onto the bed, laughing until tears
rolled down his cheeks and his breath came in gasps. Gregory slapped his antennae
impatiently against the bed, amazed and slightly offended by this unexpected
response.
''I'm sorry, Gregory," Elliot said, his laughter reduced to a bemused chuckle.
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"I don't mean to laugh at you, but it's just so Kafkaesque." And then he
was laughing again, holding his sides and rolling vigorously on the bed.
Gregory nudged him angrily with his head, wishing that his friend would
calm down and figure out some way to help him. He had now spent just
over three hours as a cockroach, and he wanted to cease being one by dinnertime,
because he thought it rather unlikely that, given his present condition, he
would be allowed to eat in the cafeteria. Cooks, he knew, had an ingrained
hatred of cockroaches, regardless of their length, and Gregory knew that he
was in no mood to be attacked by gangs of roach-maddened cooks driven
into a killing frenzy. The very thought sickened him.
Elliot had stopped laughing and was surveying Gregory thoughtfully, his chin
resting in his palm as if he was posing for a new Rodin.
"Do you know Morse Code?" he asked at last. "Give me one tap for yes
and two for no."
Gregory tapped his antennae twice against the bed, wondering what Elliot
was up to and if it might possibly work. In the past, Elliot had displayed an
uncanny ability to screw things up, and Gregory hoped that his friend might
fare better with cockroaches than with people or machines.
"Damn," Elliot said. "I was hoping you could communicate using Morse
Code. Eventually you'll want to learn, you know? I mean, it can't be easy
being a man trapped in a roach's body and not being able to tell anyone
what it's like."
Gregory, who was by now quite frustrated and annoyed with the entire
situation, used his powerful mandibles to rip out a large section of the mattress
and fling it wildly around the room, hoping that in this rather crude way
he might communicate to Elliot some of his opinions about being a cockroach.
"All right, all right," Elliot said, obviously alarmed by this sudden outburst
of emotion from the usually calm cockroach. "Are you tired of being a cockroach?
Gregory tapped once.
"Would you like me to help you stop being a cockroach?"
Gregory tapped once, with gusto.
"All right. I have an idea. Let me make a little call and I'll have some
help here in no time. You just crawl back under the bed and make yourself
comfortable. Here, I'll even turn the lights out for you. Is that better?"
Gregory tapped in agreement and scuttled back under the bed, happy to
be back in the darkness and away from the demands of conversation. Now
that he was a cockroach, he noted with some amusement, he could no longer
tolerate the more ridiculous aspects of human behavior, and for a moment
he wished Elliot would just go away and leave him alone. He sighed, pushed
himself more tightly against the wall, and tried to sleep, wondering if cockroaches
could dream.
When he woke, rested after his nap, Gregory could hear Elliot whispering
to someone. Touching his abdomen to the floor, Gregory could tell from the
minute changes in air pressure that two people other than his friend were
moving around near the door. He kept very still, feigning sleep in an attempt
to overhear some of the hushed conversation.
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"What the hell's going on, Elliot?" one of the strangers asked. "Why do
you have the lights off?"
"Sshh," Elliot whispered. "He's asleep."
"Who's asleep?" a second voice asked.
"Just be quiet a minute and you'll see," Elliot said. "Now you two stand
right here and when I turn on the lights, look under the bed."
"This is silly," the first voice whispered.
Gregory fought back the impulse to make a dash for the door and escape
down the hall, not quite ready to expose himself to strangers. He knew, however,
that once in the hall his only two options would be to wait for the elevator
or to attempt to negotiate fourteen flights of stairs. Neither alternative seemed
particularly appealing, so he remained motionless as Elliot walked across the
room and flipped the light switch.
As the lights came back on, Gregory felt that familiar fear swell in the
middle of his abdomen, urging him to run, and this time it was so strong
that he actually had to cling tightly to the bed to keep from fleeing madly
out of the room. He also heard two deep gasps of astonishment issue from
the mouths of his two visitors.
"My God!" said the first voice. "Is that really what I think it is?"
"It is," said the second voice, even more excited than the first. "It's a genuine
Periplaneta americana, and it's over eight feet long."
"Elliott, where did you get this?" the first voice asked. "I've never seen
anything like it before."
"Haven't you ever read Kafka, Tim?" Elliott asked. "This sort of thing happens
all the time."
"Who's Kafka?" asked Tim. "Give me a break, Elliot. I'm a biology major,
not a psychologist."
Gregory could practically hear Elliot rolling his eyes in disgust, and in an
effort to express his own opinion of Tim's stupidity, he clicked his mandibles
as rapidly as possible, and threw in a menacing hiss to complete the effect.
"What's it doing?" Tim asked.
"It's just laughing, I think," Elliot said. "And it isn't an 'it.' It's a he and
his name is Gregory."
"Don't you think it's a bit odd to name a cockroach, Elliot?"
"Tim, just listen to me. This isn't an ordinary cockroach."
"I'd say it isn't," Tim said.
"What I mean is, this cockroach used to be my friend Gregory Samson,
only somehow he was transformed into this thing."
"Gregory Samson?" the second one asked. "Isn't he that fat, snooty guy
who's always disrupting our philosophy class with his opinions on Duns Scotus?"
"That's him, Bill," Elliot said. "Only now he's a cockroach."
"Wow!" Tim shouted. "A man turned into a cockroach. What a story.
Listen, Elliot, we've got to get him down to the biology lab."
Gregory trembled at the mere mention of the clean, well-lighted place with
all its gleaming, razor-sharp instruments of dissection and doom and its endless
array of chemicals that could easily be used to put an unsuspecting cockroach
to sleep, permanently. He had sliced and diced enough cockroaches himself
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in biology labs to know how horrible it could be, and the thought of a scalpel
slicing into his carapace, peeling back his fragile wings, and exposing his relatively
unsophisticated innards to the peering eyes of these strangers, nearly sent him
into fits of panic. He listened carefully, hoping that Elliot would flatly refuse
this insane request, even as he mentally calculated the distance to the window.
"Why do you want to do that?" Elliot asked, and Gregory had a momentary
surge of hope.
"Well, you can't very well keep him locked up in this room, can you?"
Tim asked. "We've got to get him down to the lab so we can run some tests
on him."
"What kind of tests?" Elliot asked.
"I don't know. Blood tests, EEG's, pap smears, whatever we've got."
"But he doesn't need any tests. He needs help."
"Help?" Tim said. "This boy's beyond help, Elliot. I don't think that medical
science is quite up to the challenge of changing a cockroach into a man."
"But-" Elliot began.
"But nothing, Elliot. Listen. Just think how important this is. Why, it'll
be the scientific discovery of the decade. It'll be bigger than Mantell's discovery
of the lguanadon teeth, more sensational than Lowell's Martian canals, more
influential than the Rosetta Stone. Elliot, we'll be famous."
"Don't forget rich," Bill added.
It was at that moment that Gregory began to fear for his life, and in his
fear he instinctively did what any self-respecting cockroach would do in such
a situation; he ran like hell. He would have been successful too, had not Bill
chosen that very moment to pick up Gregory's grapefruit-sized quartz crystal
from where it lay atop the refrigerator. When Gregory bolted from beneath
the bed and leaped for the open window, Bill, thinking quickly, threw the
crystal at Gregory's back. It struck him just below the head and he fell to
the floor, quite unconscious.
"I don't know about this, Tim," was the first thing Gregory heard when
he regained consciousness. His back ached from the blow, and when he tried
to move, he discovered that he was firmly bound, his six legs pinned to his
stomach with several wraps of very thick, coarse rope. Even his mandibles
had been wrapped tightly in a pillowcase and tied together, thus preventing
him from ripping anything limb from limb. He tried to get Elliot's attention,
to beg him to stop this inhuman deed and let him crawl back under the bed,
but all he could manage was a limp flip of a single antenna.
He was lying on his back in the middle of the floor and no one seemed
to be paying any attention to him. Elliot and Tim were standing by the window,
staring at the ground below as they discussed his future. Bill was nowhere
in sight.
"Elliot, everything will be fine," Tim said. "We'll just take him down to
the lab and run a few basic tests on him. That's all. Of course, we'll have
to notify the proper authorities."
"The proper authorities?" Elliot asked. "What exactly are the proper
authorities when dealing with giant cockroaches who once were men? The
S.P.C.A.?"
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"The proper scientific authorities, Elliot. This find represents a scientific
breakthrough of immeasurable proportions, and we want our discovery properly
verified."
"Our discovery?" Elliot asked. "He's my discovery, and if anybody is going
to make any money out of this it's going to be me. And Gregory, of course."
"Fine. Do you want to be his manager?"
"His manager?" Elliot asked.
"Yes, he's definitely going to need a manager. Someone's got to deal with
the television and movie rights, not to mention the autobiography and the
toy manufacturing, and I really don't think that current laws permit a cockroach
to sign legally binding contracts. Come on, help me get his blanket over him."
They covered Gregory in the blanket that his grandmother had sent him
for Christmas, hoping to disguise him enough to get him through the lobby
and outside without creating a disturbance.
Gregory stretched his legs to their limit, testing the strength of the rope.
It gave slightly, but not enough to allow him to free himself. He relaxed,
desperately searching for a way out of his dilemma, and as he thought he
felt Tim grab him around the head, while Elliot assumed a similar position
at the other end. Tim counted to three and they lifted his massive body into
the air, straining but somehow managing to keep him up.
"I think my client and I want an attorney present before we consent to
any experiments," Elliot said. "My client, I am sure, has a definite dislike of
being dissected, electrocuted, or in any way rendered unable to make television
appearances, and I think we should draw up a contract at once that provides
for an equitable distribution of any money resulting from this discovery."
"Where the hell did you learn to talk like that?" Tim asked.
"I watch a lot of People's Court," Elliot said, proud of himself for sounding
as if he actually knew what he was talking about.
"Well, Bill and I want ten percent," Tim said.
"That's equitable."
"Each."
"Hell no," Elliot shouted, almost dropping Gregory's rear end in the process.
"He's my friend and my client. Besides, I'm the one who found him and called
you guys over. Five percent each, tops."
"We'll discuss this later," Tim said. "Right now we've got to get him out
of here before someone notices him and calls the police."
Gregory could sense that they were now moving down the hall. He could
smell the distinct aroma of each room as they passed it, as well as the particularly
savory odor that must have been coming from the restroom. The sensitive
receptors at the end of his abdomen told him of changes in air pressure and
other subtle vibrations, giving him an awareness of his environment that his
merely human senses could never have provided.
As they leaned him casually against the wall and waited for the elevator,
Gregory came to the realization that even if he was doomed to a life as a
cockroach, he desperately wanted to live, to be given the chance to make
the most of his life, whatever form it might take. He could do it too. He
was incredibly well-qualified to survive, far more qualified than the two disgusting
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mammals who currently held him captive. His kind had survived for millions
of years, almost unchanged, and the thought of what giant cockroaches with
human brains might do made him positively dizzy. He thought of how wonderful
it would be to rip those soft-skinned things limb from limb and scuttle madly
into the forest, leaving corpses and a legend in his wake. He also thought
of how wonderful it would be to squeeze into some dark hole and suck the
juices out of something rotten. Gregory thought of these things and more,
but most of all he thought of escape.
The elevator arrived, its thick doors opening with a solemn clank, and his
captors loaded him into it, though not without some difficulty. Gregory felt
the machine begin to sink, moving slowly groundward, and he heard the creaking
of the cables that supported them, smelled the delicate aroma of grease and
steel.
"What about National Geographic?" Elliot asked.
"No, they don't pay worth a damn. I think Omni is our best bet for this
one."
,
"What about television?"
"I think we should hold off on that for awhile," Tim said. "Break the story
in the press and let the interest build."
The elevator slowed to a halt and the doors opened. Gregory could hear
the sound of a dozen or more people milling around in the lobby, waiting
to catch the elevator back up. He tensed, stretching himself in one final effort
to loosen his bonds.
"Bill," Tim yelled. "Did you bring the truck?"
"Got it," Bill yelled back from somewhere near the front door.
"Watch out, folks," Tim said. "We've got a delicate piece of sculpture here,
and we wouldn't want to get it broken."
Gregory stretched himself to the limit, aware that this was perhaps his only
opportunity for escape, and he was soon rewarded with the sound of snapping
ropes and terrified spectators. He stretched once more, and the ropes and
blanket fell at his feet, revealing him in all his cockroach glory to the horrified
students in the lobby. He turned and saw Tim and Elliot fleeing for their
lives, and for a moment he was tempted to chase after them and teach them
a lesson. He then decided that it would probably be in his own best interests
to flee as well, since by now some level-headed co-ed must certainly have
notified campus police.
Growling as horribly as he could and slapping several nearby women on
the head with his antennae, Gregory extended his wings and flew in short,
clumsy hops away from the building and into the woods.
It was night, and had anyone been around to look, they would have seen
an enormous brown cockroach walking slowly beside the railroad tracks, its
two antennae testing the cool night air. Had they followed it for a mile or
two, making sure to keep well out of range of its powerful senses, they would
have seen it wriggle with excitement when it saw the long line of boxcars
parked on a deserted sidetrack, and then force its way into one of them.
No one was around, however, and no one saw Gregory climb into the green
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and brown boxcar, heading immediately for the darkest, dankest end and buryinig
himself as completely as possible beneath a pile of cardboard boxes. He lay
there, sad and still, wondering where this train would end up. He hoped that
it would eventually find its way to New York or Chicago. The thought of
so many dark, damp tunnels and abandoned buildings, of so much unwanted
garbage, filled him with a sense of optimism that he had not felt since becoming
a cockroach.
New York, he thought, pulling an antenna through his mandibles to clean
it. He could make a name for himself there. He could be somebody.
Gregory sighed and snuggled deeper into his bed of cardboard, trying to
lull himself to sleep. Tomorrow would be a long day.
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Screen Series
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Jenifer Rooks

You told me these secrets
of Cumberland Island:
Second Place Poetry
Paula Fountain

How the conch sheds its shell
becoming an ear of the sea,
left on the beach that we may hear
the recorded voices of fishes and waves;
how sea turtles
drag tiled bellies across the sand,
lay their eggs,
then sacrifice their fertile secrets
in the Dance of the Turtles;
how the wild ponies
that race and graze on inland grasses
accommodate the souls
of a shipwrecked crew;
and how live oaks
lock limbs
and whisper the future
for all who will hear.
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In the Gobi
Paula Fountain

b the Gobi,
where obos
wreathing barren hills
form stone prayers to Buddha,
desert grasses sprout
and grow lush
in a drop of rain.

•abo-a stone structure built by disciples of Buddha,
each stone representing a prayer to Buddha.
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Pearls
Paula Fountain

When I was five
I wore my mother's pearls
(a gift from my father).
They dropped from the string
like beads of water
until an ocean
rolled under my feet.
My father cursed me,
his voice a rockslide,
ear-splitting,
his hard face close to mine
(I might scrape my hands
if I touched it)
dangerous like the limestone cliffs
which shadowed our meadow.
My mother kissed my ears,
a whisper of touch
like the mist rolling in from Red River;
mornings I watched the mist from my window
(cheek resting on the pane)
soft and impenetrable,
concealing the cliffs.
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Untitled
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Jennifer Rooks

Remanence of Alpine Valley
for Andrew
Honorable Mention Poetry

Beverly Alexander
"A very different tune-Terrapin Station"-The Grateful Dead
I.

Another step passes
pavement to
places been.

A late June
day drawn pastel
across the sky
like some child's
sidewalk art, soon
washed by rain
into puddles of
pink and violet,
recalling shades of
moonlight on Wisconsin
hills, where wind
strips away the
last vestige of
home.
II.
What is that vagueness
that brings you here,
for dance,
for song,
for a brief melding of
days and nights
into colors
and patterns
that imprint your brain
like tiny magnets?
What is that vagueness
that holds you here,
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after dance,
after song,
have become some written review
in an annal of musical weirdness,
and you have gone
by car
to some other town,
county,
place, to do the same
again?
What is that vagueness
that you
can't name,
can't touch,
but pulls your mind
across a thousand miles back
to this place,
recollecting it in vivid
tones, whenever a shadow
drapes your shoulder
a certain way?
What is that vagueness
that rubs against you,
imparting memories,
magnetizing you,
until
you are it,
it is you,
all one,
yet separate?
Could it be some force,
some remanence,
of Alpine Valley?

Ill.
Cody is waiting,
stretched out on
his motorcycle in
fitful sleep,
black boots splayed
across the handlebars and,
a scratchy Mexican blanket
tucked under his chin.
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Waiting for dawn to
crash through his
eyelids and remind him
to sell woven bracelets
collected during expatriate
winters in Guatemala.
Tangerine didn't sleep
again last night, squatting
instead for hours, drawing
mud mandalas in unknown
farmer's cornfields. When
daylight kicks her
ass-side
she stands
slowly, counts
her doses and
heads down to
the parking
lot to do her
daily chant,
"Two for five,
five for ten,
I have doses."
Doses, two buck
doses that deliver
unmeasured hours of
day-glo, wavy-gravy,
perspective for
those who know
to say,
"I need."
There are others,
nameless others,
faceless others,
in green V.W.
vans, selling
greasy omelettes
off of griddles, or
ten a.m. tequila
shots for a
dollar, or
rainbow drips
and drops on
cotton shirts,
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bumper-stickers,
wall-hangings,
all rinsed twice,
guaranteed not to
fade .. .
Not to fade like the
trench-dug faces,
wrinkled with permanent
grins, wandering ghost of
brains that have eroded
at the finest shows:
Alpha-La Honda
Omega-Altamonte, and still, they are here for
the show. Today.
Tomorrow,
when someone swirls
the right colors
toward Toronto,
they'll all go
to some other town,
county,
place, to do the same
again.
Magnetized gypsies,
wander north,
wander south,
wander about, feeling
the remanence
of Alpine Valley.

IV.
Fadeaway all
but dance,
but song,
but sunlight melting
disjointed
arms and feet
together
in rhythmic
pounding,
wrapped in green,
dripped on orange,
fadeaway last vestige,
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fadeaway Wisconsin sun,
fadeaway all, except
remanence
of Alpine Valley.
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Country Cemeteries
for Martin
Honorable Mention Poetry

Beverly Alexander

They sit
perched high on Kentucky hills,
wrapped in chain-link,
to keep the dead

IN,
and to keep
nocturnal foragers off the gravel roads,
all local,
red-eyed,
beer-boys,
who come to cool
green smoke through
creek water and to
contemplate the effects of
nitrous gas in the tank of
someone's father's
pick-up truck,

OUT.
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Duane Allman Blues
Honorable Mention Poetry

Brett Litton

Duane Allman slide guitar is skating
between my ears again-a seesaw
glasswire ghost from Macon, Georgia
coasting breakneck mellow blue,
smooth and quick like a razor
stroking leather, a lifting
flick of the wrist whines
to hung handsaw silence, breathes,
drops back down like a wine bottle bomb,
squealing screeching redneck tires
hang a tight blind curve in my mind
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Untitled
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Kim Hamilton

Under the eaves
Claire Esham

I lie here
in the dark eaves of the house
where mother has hung my bassinet.
It sways a little when the front
door is shut. They must think
I sleep all the time, but that's
ok. It gives me time to think.
Mother's footsteps shuffle
from room to room
and the stove to the table.
I know it's Mother because
Aunt Maria wears high heels
that click loudly on the floor
and her perfume clings to the ceiling
after she's gone. It sticks to
my blanket. I try to beat it off
but the smell still lingers.
I don't think this is a real bassinet.
I can see the wires that have been twisted
over and over through augered holes. But
it is comfortable with the pillows and
blankets cushioning me.
Sometimes Mother will stop and place
her hand on my cheek and rub ever so gently.
Her hands are rough and prickle
sort of like a kitten's raspy tongue.
I can tell what she has been doing.
The spices she puts in the tortillas
linger on her hands and tickle my nose,
or the sudsy clean smell when she does the
laundry. She brings the sunshine in on her face.
And Mother will hum and croon
when she's happy. She talks to me even though
I can't see her face.
"Mia nina, tanto me quero. La sol de Ia casa y de mundo."

It doesn't matter that I don't understand what she's saying.
Her words cocoon me in a pleasant shell.
Maybe one day I'll ask her what they mean.
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Ambidextrous
Claire Esham

Everything went left today:
the house, the pots-n-pans, the t.v.
my cat curled into a ball and refused to eat.
The landlord was incapable and inept.
I bent until my body twisted in a curlycue.
Of course, the blasting snowstorm in the bedroom
didn't help either.
So, I packed my suitcase,
and my cat (she fit perfectly in the flight bag)
and headed north-south-east
anywhere but left.
I dared anyone to get in my way.
Don't tell me that "don't give up shit" bit.
get out of my face.
Tell me one thing, you hypocritical bastard,
do you ever get tired of bills and the furnace not working,
and your paycheck barely covers the rent? do you ever get tired
of checking the mail for a letter that never comes, taking
out the garbage, and listening to the demon-dog howl during
its nightly shit and growl session with the Doberman next door?
So do you go to church every Sunday morning and praise your
Methodist
Lutheran
Baptist
Pentecostal
Catholic
God thanking him for the events of the week when only last night
goddamnit was your favorite phrase?
So don't give me your "it'll be all right" lecture and "smile for today" crap,
let me out the door before my cat smothers.
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Equines
Claire Esham

Horseflesh and women wrapped in barbwire
chew mail pouch cuds and spit the
mucous in puddles on the day-packed soil
The tobacco-flecked spit collects
like the bottom of a purse of a whore who smokes.
Horseflesh donkeyflesh muleflesh
secretes odoriferously
along the road to Bethlehem.
Joseph patiently shuffles beside
the warm flank averting his gaze
now and then to covertly gape
at prostitutes, their bulbous breasts
lewdly arched in invitation.
"She's fat, yet, forgiveness
kicks in her stomach."
The horseshit stinks
clinging to Joseph's robe.
A graceful man with builder's hands
"Jilted. He's no son of mine.
I knew I should have stayed
home that night. And boom,
damn if I don't have to walk
in dung. Don't tell me about
humanity and the turn the
other cheek credo. She's fat,
my robe is ruined, and the
kid isn't mine."
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We sit . ..
Claire Esham

We sit with cigarettes
in our claws
talking of desultory matterswhat's going on in the next
whirlpool over and why the
sharks and octopus swim by
but don't stop in for a drink.
our coral reef was a good investment
and cheap, too. A condo in the
sea of azure (that's what the brochure said)
with private pools and guaranteed
sea horse patrols on the hour,
every hour.
We like our martinis at
first tide when the opaque sand
settles down and the balcony view
is gill taking.
My husband and I at nights
don our evening clothes and
try our luck at the
Casino Del Mar.
the roulette wheels clickety clack
and the blackjack tables whoosh
with the hitting of cards.
Big breasted mermaids sell Lucky Strikes
and Camel non-filter in sequined
rhinestone evening gowns.
I don't worry. my husband prefers
luminescent scales of pearly pink.
We still clench claws like young couples do.
our children think we are too old
for such behavior, expecially Stan.
He's the serious one preferring the
Plankton Market News. We pay no
attention and scuttle along (although
a little bit slower these days)
and enjoy our life
on the other side of the pool.
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Wind Burn
Vicki Wright

Amber washes horizon lines
on wind-swept misty seas.
It is dusk on the shoreline.
Scurrying crabs scatter the sand;
it is my feet that scares them.
Chopping waves beat
two distant fishing boats
like banging shutters in storms.
The sound reverberates across water,
caressing my eardrums
conjuring memories.
That slow slap-slapping
against the dock,
it reminds me of your hand
against my cheek.
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The Drowning
Vicki Wright

The grace
of men in water
whispered through the air.
Their heads were beads
gliding over black silk.
Waving arms and legs
in synchronized motion,
they melted across the lake
until the dam's undertow
caught a hand.
One limp body washed to shore
in the sweltering heat
the next day,
its swollen skin wrinkled
like the water
in which it lay.
Ripples ever reaching
mesmerize today,
and memories of the grace
of men in water
scream through the air.
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An Airstrip in Okinawa
Steve Ins~ep

It''

a lovdy '"""'• Tom," .,;d Lillian.
Tom said nothing, as was his way.
A pink half-orb crowned some nameless low ridge in the distance, and the
scattered clouds glowed with its hue. Tom and Lillian lay peacefully on their
backs on the broad grassy slope, with their bare and vein-crossed feet pointing
downhill, in the direction of the sun.
This soft patch of Indiana grass was their haven, the only part of their
otherwise bland and regimented lives which their parents, their friends, even
their six children never knew of.
Except Del, their first. Forty-seven years before, when Del was ten, they
had taken him up here. Once. But it wasn't the same with someone else here,
even their son, and in the future Tom and Lillian always slipped up here
alone.
Of course, it was possible that several of the other children had been conceived
here. Tom and Lillian had made love here many times, forty years before
it became fashionable for long-haired hippies to do it out in the open.
Lillian remembered the hippies. "Remember them, Tom?" she asked, but
Tom said nothing, as was his way.
"Yes, you're right, dear," Lillian admitted. They had never seen long-haired
hippies peeling off grungy clothes in the mud. They had never seen long-haired
hippies at all. Those people had never penetrated this place. There was no
base of support for them here.
Down the slope, far to the north, Lillian saw a cloud of dust rising up.
Someone was driving along the narrow dirt track which had guided their old
Buick to the foot of the slope. Lillian wondered who it might be.
It shouldn't still have been a dirt road. She remembered the year 1941
for a lot of reasons, but chiefly for the summer of that year when twentysix members of the WPA had come by and shoveled gravel over the path.
Tom and Lillian watched them approach for an entire morning, and finally
two of the crew members had to come up and ask Tom and Lillian to please
move their Studebaker off the road. Afterward, the crew took lunch break
up in the couple's private meadow, the second and last time Tom and Lillian
ever permitted company.
"We're gonna pave this road fer real next year," said the construction foreman,
a dusty little flannel-shirred man named Bill. "A real two-lane super highway.
The gov'ment says it's the route fer farmers to get crops to the grain elevator
at Terhune. Real, honest-to-goodness concrete all the way through."
The approaching car rolled up quickly, as if the driver hoped to outrun
the clouds of dust which threatened to cover his vehicle's sparkling white
exterior.
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Lillian recognized the car as a Z-28. Her sons and grandsons probably didn't
think she would know a Z-28 from a hole in the road. Then again, some
of her grandsons probably wouldn't know her from a hole in the head anymore.
"You know, we never see the grandchildren anymore," said Lillian.
Tom said nothing.
"Well, we don't," countered Lillian.
The Z-28 pulled up just shy of the brown Buick that Lillian had parked
in the narrow trail. The clouds of dust pushed on the breeze, caught up to
and surrounded the car, and the driver climbed out choking and cursing loudly.
He was a middle-aged man in a grayish business suit that matched his hair.
He was too far away and too shrouded in dust for Lillian to recognize his
face, but she knew that angry voice, drifting up the slope to her.
The sun vanished behind the ridge now, and though the sky remained bright
and the clouds still glowed pink, Tom and Lillian were in shadow.
It's chilly all of a sudden," she commented to Tom.
The man below finished his cursing, slammed the door of his now-dusty
car, and started up the slope toward Tom and Lillian, brushing brown dust
off his gray suit.
Lillian looked off to the south, where out of sight a few miles away, several
old people still lived in the remnants of Terhune. She remembered again the
WPA men who were so certain their gravel work was only the preliminarry
to a real two-lane highway.
But that was the year the war had come, and Lillian imagined the WPA
crew had gone to the army and no doubt the real, honest-to-goodness concrete
had gone to make a new airstrip in Okinawa. The road was never paved,
and the grain elevator at Terhune closed ten years later, and the little railroad
town around the elevator died, and the five-room brick schoolhouse at Terhune
where Tom and Lillian had taken their first eight years of education was torn
down. The gravel was all but gone from the road below, obliterated by four
decades of wind and rain and occasional traffic.
The man in the gray suit was halfway up the slope now. He was not a
heavy-set individual, but Lillian could see he was not in very good condition.
He was panting from the effort of the climb.
Lillian could remember panting for other reasons in this field.
She looked about her at the rocks which were scattered across the field
and she remembered the time she had fallen and gashed her bare bottom
on the foot-high, jagged gray rock in front of her. That had been thirty-two
years ago, and today the rock was worn smooth. The scar, however, remained.
"Remember when I cut myself on that rock, Tom?" she asked, smiling at
the memory, though she had not been feeling very pleasant at the time.
And Tom said nothing. There was no need.
Lillian sat up to watch the man approach. He was within a few feet of
them now, and breathing heavily. He sat down on the rock that Lillian had
cut herself on.
He took a moment to catch his breath, then he said, "Hi, Mom. Dad."
"Hello, Delbert," said Lillian. "Lovely evening, isn't it?"
"Yeah, I imagine so," said Del. He took off his jacket. "You want this?
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You look cold."
"I'm just fine," she said pleasantly.
"That nurse missed you when she came by your house to check on you
today," said Del. "She was worried."
"Well, bless her heart," said Lillian, smiling. "Tell her we missed her too."
"She said you're not healthy enough to be running around by yourselves."
"Then tell her we won't run anywhere," said Lillian. "Tell her she can
come by and have dinner with us tomorrow. We're sorry she missed us. Aren't
we, Tom?"
Tom, still lying on the ground with his bare feet aimed at Del and his eyes
closed, said nothing.
"She said you're not well enough to just go off somewhere," said Del. "Maybe
I should take you home."
"You're not in very good shape yourself, young man," Lillian pointed out.
"I saw you coming up that hill."
"I'm in great shape for my age," snapped Del.
"Yes, of course," agreed Lillian.
"I looked all over for you two today," Del said. "I finally thought of this
place. I can't believe I was able to find it again. It must have been fifty years
since I was here."
"Forty-seven, son," Lillian said. "You were ten. You had red hair then. And
not quite all your teeth. But you didn't get tired walking up this hill."
"Whatever," said Del. "Listen, why don't you let me drive you home? I'll
come and get your car tomorrow."
"That's all right," Lillian assured him. "We'll make it home. You've got
a new car, haven't you?"
"Yes," Del said proudly. "It's a sportscar called a Z-28."
"Is that so?" asked Lillian. "What a strange name."
"Yeah, but it's a good car. Why don't you let me drive you home in it,
Mom?"
"We'll be fine, Delbert," she said. "Just go on home. And bring your kids
by sometime soon. We hardly ever see them anymore. I bet they're all a foot
taller than last time we saw them."
"Are you sure you'll stay? I mean, Dad doesn't look too good at all."
"He's just fine," said Lillian. "Aren't you, dear?"
Tom said nothing.
"Just go on home, Delbert," Lillian instructed.
Del stood reluctantly. "I ... I'll bring the kids by on Saturday. I think Don's
family is already planning on coming by then too."
"We'll see you then," said Lillian.
And Del turned slowly and started back down the hill, having less trouble
going down than he did coming up.
As Del reached his car below, Tom bent his legs. He reached up and grabbed
his knees. He pulled himself up slowly.
"We have to do something," he said in his gravelly voice, "about these
people coming up here all the time."
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Existential Goober Pie
Jason D. Hart and John T. Maddox

S

cimitm fl,,hing, the A"b hotde thunde" thtough the village "'""e
with the British Horse Guardsmen in hot pursuit. The Grand Bastard, at the
head of the horde, bellows into his porta-phone.
"I told you never to call me while I'm working!!"
He slams the phone back into the cradle and returns his attention to the
business of escape. He and his horde have just boffed the Governor-General's
daughter's brains out, not once, but twice. Each.
Riding behind the Arab standard bearer, Genghis Khan looks around and
realizes that something is very wrong.
"Hey," he shouts, "this isn't my horde!!"
He waits for the next exit, signals and merges into the transdimensional
traffic of the Appian Expressway.
The pursuing British horsemen see Genghis as he leaves the Arabs.
"Leftenant Smoot!" shouts one of the scouts, "Isn't that the one that took
all the tea biscuits?"
Smoot, at the head of the group, reacts quickly.
"Sergeant," he yells, "right turn!"
Sergeant Woolsey, a veteran Horse Guardsman, smoothly guides the
thundering band onto the exit and into traffic. They are slowed to a snail:s
pace by the rush hour press but they can see their prey is also slowed, and
cannot get into the right lane to pass the horses, carts, pedestrians, and Yugos
in front of him.
"Oh Sergeant Woooolsey!"
"Leftenant Smoot, sir!!" answers Woolsey smartly.
"Would it be a terrible bother for you to dismount and stop this bloody
traffic long enough for us to merge into the right lane?"
"Not at all, sir!"
Woolsey guides his mount into the breakdown lane and slides off. He then
steps in front of a slow-moving Yugo and raises a white gloved hand.
"Halt, in the name of the King!"
The driver of the Yugo, an accountant from Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, stops
his car. He leans out the window, and in his fiercest accountant voice squeaks,
"Out of my way, soldier boy, or you're roadkill."
Sergeant Woolsey unholsters his revolver and calmly shoots the accountant
from Cuyahoga Falls squarely between the eyes. His Yugo effectively blocks
the oncoming traffic.
As the British Guardsmen begin to make their way slowly through the traffic,
Genghis, separated from the advancing troops by a tollbooth and a rather
large semi, senses danger. He decides to get rid of his steed. After dismounting,
saying farewell, and cutting the horse's penis off (an odd and little known
Mongol custom), he looks for a new mode of transportation. He spies an oddly
decorated Ford van sitting in the far lane. Making his way through the traffic
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he finally reaches the driver's window and pounds on the glass. The driver
turns around, brushes his hair out of his face, and looks at Genghis through
drug-reddened eyes.
"Say man, where'd you get that funky get-up?" the driver asks.
"I am Genghis Khan, ruler of all of Asia, conqueror of all the known world
and licensed bad-ass," Genghis says while removing his wallet and showing
the hippy his license.
"Like wow man. Say, do you need a ride or somethin'?" the hippy queries.
"Yes, I do," replies Genghis as he mounts the van.
The van continues on its slow way with the mighty Genghis Khan riding
on top. He rides this way until his little pointy hat is blown off. He then
climbs in with the hippy, whose name is Nephron, and Nephron's two beautiful
girlfriends, Sunshine and Rain.
"Does this strange beast have a penis?" Genghis asks as the van pulls away.
At the same time that Genghis is discussing the merits of carrying his steed's
severed penis the British are dealing with another type of dick entirely. It
seems that Robert Young has stepped out of the sub-etha and is lecturing
Sergeant Woolsey on the advantages of drinking caffeine-free tea. The troop
is stalled once again.
"What in bloody hell is caffeine?!!" Woolsey shouts at Young.
"Caffeine is the substance that makes you nervous, that makes you angry,
that ... made you shoot that analyst in the Yugo," Young replies.
"He was a bloody accountant, you Mongolian horse penis!!!" a flustered
Woolsey shouts.
"Whatever. What I'm saying though is that it's still real tea and you will
not be so easily angered anymore. Your days will be carefree and enjoyable.
You will never again kill another person like the analyst . . ."
"Accountant."
"Whatever, in the Yugo. I suspect you would like to kill me even as we
speak," Young says.
"You think I want to kill you, eh?" Woolsey replies.
"I most certainly do."
"You mean I want to take my gun out of my holster and point it at you
like this?" Woolsey says, while taking out his gun and pointing it at Young's
head.
"Yes," Young replies, "exactly like that."
"I want to pull the trigger and all that, eh?"
"Yes, yes, all that caffeine induced anger expelled in one glorious rush."
"Well, I guess you're right," Woolsey says as he pulls the trigger and spatters
the greater portion of Young's head onto a nearby station wagon.
"You know, I do feel a bit better now," says Woolsey as he swings a leg
across the saddle.
The troop moves on. Robert Young doesn't. Yet.
Meanwhile back in the van, Genghis is about to become very aroused.
"These creatures you call Pigs, they are ... how did you say .. ?" he asks.
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"They're tools of the fascist-machinist-imperialist-industrialist complex!!"
Sunshine bubbles ecstatically.
"Yes, yes, that's it," Genghis replies. "And these Pigs, they are opposed
to free love? Is that the right word?"
"Yeah man, you got it!" Nephron yells from the driver's seat. "Girls, show
Genghis here an example of free love."
Giggling, the two girls, much to Genghis' amazement, wriggle out of their
tie-dyed tee-shirts, exposing four sheened globes of heavenly delight. Their
pert nipples point enticingly in Genghis's direction.
Genghis is aroused. Very aroused.
Still giggling, Sunshine clutches one of her ample breasts in each hand and
asks Genghis, "Do you like what you see?."
Genghis shouts, "Ergta punta botsmuk boob!!" {which means, roughly
translated from the Ancient Mongol tongue, "Jesus Christ, look at those jugs!")
and proceeds to lose himself in mountains of cleavage.
"Woolsey, old sock, I believe we've lost the bawstard, wot?" says Leftenant
Smoot.
"Well, sir, if the leftenant asks me, I think he's not too far off. We found
his horse's severed penis, didn't we? And we know it's his. I mean, who else
would chop off his horse's organ before he releases it? What else do we need?
He'll come back for the thing, once he notices it's missing."
"I suppose you're right, Woolsey. We will continue the pursuit for a while
longer."
Genghis, roaming in the Cleavage Mountains, is oblivious to Nephron's
attempts at conversation. All of his attention is focused on the writhing mass
of soft flesh beneath him.
"Hey man," Nephron says above the soft moans and occasional grunts
emanating from the rear of the van, "did you ever see a Stones concert? That's
where we're gain' now man. To Altamont Speedway. Yeah man, it's gonna
be a fuckin' blowout. We're gonna like meet a couple of our friends there,
man. These two are real cool dudes man. You'll like 'em. Dewey, he looks
kinda like you, man. You know all slanty eyed and everything. He's from
Hunglong or Chowmein or somethin' like that, where like a Iotta dudes are
bein' repressed, you know? A real bummer. You'll like these dudes man."
In the back of the van, Genghis rises to his knees. On their backs, Sunshine
and Rain look up at him expectantly. He is still clad in his goatskin underwear,
and he begins to undo the string that holds the garment's single pocket closed.
He looks into Sunshine's eyes.
"Now, large-breasted one, I will show you the source of my sexual prowess!"
He reaches into the pocket and an expression of utter disbelief crawls onto
his face.
'' Aaaaaaaaaaagggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhuuuuurrrkkkkkk!!!!! '' Genghis
screams, "My penis! My penis is gone!! I have lost my penis!"
Nephron, startled by Genghis' roar, loses control of the van. It swerves
to the right, makes brief, crunching contact with the guard rail, then swerves
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back to the left as Nephron's drug-deadened reflexes begin to respond. He
yanks the steering wheel to the right to avoid a passing Yugo. The Yugo's
driver shouts obscenities at him and Nephron takes a moment from his battle
for control of the battered van to flip the passing motorist the bird.
When he returns his attention to the careening Ford, he sees the rearend of a huge cart full of pig entrails looming in the cracked windshield. His
acid-addled senses barely have time to register this before the van slams into
the cart, and he is thrown through the glass into the slimy mass of viscera.
The impact flings the wildly cursing Genghis Khan, along with Sunshine
and Rain, into the front passenger seat of the van. Genghis, raging at the
loss of his horse penis, shoves the two stoned girls off of him and starts looking
for his clothes.
"I must find my penis!" he yells. "It must be found, or my people will reject
me as their leader!"
Nephron has extracted himself from the mass of swine entrails and is standing
at the open window of the van, listening to Genghis.
"Now, let me get this straight, man," says a slightly more lucid Nephron.
"Your dudes won't let you run the place if you don't have a wank. Right?"
"Right!," Genghis replies, as he slips into his goat hide pants.
Nephron ponders this new bit of input as Genghis pulls on his goat-skin
shirts.
"Hey, man, like it might not be any of my business or anything, but how
did you lose your wang? I mean, did ya like get it cut off in the war or somethin'?"
"Not MY penis, you stupid goat turd!!" Genghis replies, "My horse's! We
Mongolian types chop off our steed's penis when we set them loose. I had
to abandon my mount because these guys in red were chasing me and a bunch
of other guys, who were dressed in bathrobes, becasue we raped some important
guy's daughter, and I stole all of their tea-biscuits. I got onto the Appian
Expressway and got snarled up in traffic. I could make better time on foot,
so I chopped off my horse's penis and set him free. Understand now?"
Nephron peers at Genghis from behind his thick, Jerry Garcia bangs.
"Erm, well, yeah, I guess so, dude," Nephron replies.
"Good. Now what's your story?" Genghis asks.
"Oh, hey man, we're goin' to the Stones concert at Altamont," Nephron
says.
After acquiring a new mode of transportation from an unwilling couple from
Terre Haute (they gave the car willingly when Genghis bit the nose off the
gentleman and threatened to do the same to various other parts of his anatomy}
the group continued on their way. After some time Nephron shouted, "Look
dudes, up ahead!!!" In the distance was a billboard that displayed a banner
which held a poster that had a large handbill attached to it. It read: IN
CONCERT-THE ROLLING STONES, ALTA MONT SPEEDWAY. Below this
an unknown wit had painted: FUCKIN' A!!
'We're here!" Nephron exclaimed ominously while opening his eyes wide
and making them appear to glow. The effect was very eerie as Nephron's eyes
were already very wide and glowing.
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"What the hell is that, Martha?" asks the noseless man as he and his wife
look over the guardrail into the drainage ditch beside the Expressway. Martha,
his wife, has stopped trying to understand him. Even after the sudden severing
of his nose by a large Mongolian type she still talks incessantly. She ignores
him. He shrugs and continues the search for a new mode of transportation.
The noseless man suddenly realizes his wife isn't walking beside him. He looks
back and sees her still standing at the guardrail.
"What did you say, woman?" he asks.
"What?" replies Martha, finally coming back to herself.
"I thought I heard something. Didn't you just say 'Woooolllsseeyyy' in a
guttural and gravely sounding voice?"
"No. I thought I saw something though. I'm still shaken up about that
Mongolian thing. You understand don't you?" she says.
"Yeah, Yeah, C'mon, let's keep moving," he says as they begin walking.
In the drainage ditch something stirs. A hand appears from a hastily dug
grave. Slowly a figure sits up. Robert Young smiles as he brushes the dirt from
his remaining eye. "Woooooollllsssseeeeyyyy," he hisses as he stands and begins
to climb the embankment to the expressway.
The British Horse Guardsmen came upon the scene of the accident no
more than five minutes after Genghis and his friends had left. They questioned
several passers-by and managed to ascertain the make and model of their quarry's
vehicle. They questioned a noseless man; he told the Leftenant that a rather
large Mongolian fellow had bitten off his nose and that this fellow, along with
a large bearded man and two naked girls who seemed to be insane, climbed
into their car and drove away. The noseless man also told them that "It's
a sorry state of affairs when any furriner can just walk up to an Amurrican
and bite off his nose! And steal his car, too!"
Sergeant Woolsey told the man to shut up or he would kick him "solidly,
in the groin area." The man decided to point out Woolsey's violation of his
rights as an "Amurrican." Woolsey doubled the noseless man over with a
stunning kick to the groin. "Now," said Woolsey, "shut the bloody hell up."
Genghis is raging at Nephron.
"You stupid goat's penis!" he screams. "You said if I got us a beast to ride
in, you would guide it back the way we came!! That penis MUST be found!
If you don't turn this thing around, I will rip your head off, you worthless
steaming heap of wombat dung!!"
Nephron remains impassive in the face of this assault and replies, "Hey,
man, we got a concert to go to, ya know. We can't hang around all day looking
for a horse penis! I mean, this is the Stones, man! Their music is like, you
know, the poignant cry of a generation whose dreams have been crushed under
the boot heel of the facist-machinist-imperialist-industrialist dudes who rule
the Earth, but it's also got a good beat and you can dance to it. Ya know?"
Genghis is adamant. "We go back, or I kill all three of you!"
Nephron tries another tack. "You sure, dude? I mean those pigs might still
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be looking for you, man. And they probably already found your horse wang
anyway, and," he adds hopefully, "they'll probably follow you to the concert.
Yeah, I know they will!!" Nephron is amazed at his reasoning. The last coherent
thought he had was in 1969, when he decided to quit college and seek
employment as a roadie for Led Zeppelin.
Genghis considers Nephron's rantings. "Yes, Hirsute One," Genghis says,
stroking his pointed beard, "I believe you are correct; the foolish pigs will
follow me to the concert of stones, where I will destroy them! But I must
make sure that they follow. How would you solve this problem, 0 wise Nephron?"
Nephron drives on in silence, pondering the problem. He spots something
up ahead. "Shit!" he shouts, "That's just what we need!" He steers the car
onto the shoulder of the Expressway, close to a huge blank billboard. Workers
are prepaing to re-paper the sign and they stare as Genghis and his hairy
companion step out of the yellow Cadillac and look up at the sign.
Genghis looks at Nephron. "Bristly One, you are a wise counsellor."
Nephron smiles.
"What the bloody hell is that??!!" Leftenant Smoot exclaims.
"Er, I think it's a sign, sir," answers Woolsey.
"I know that, Woolsey, but what does it say?!"
"It seems to read 'MONGOLIAN DUDE,' sir, with an arrow pointing in
the direction that we're traveling."
"What do you think it means, Woolsey old chap?"
"Well, sir, I think it means that the bugger is not too far ahead."
Smoot considers this. "All right," he says at last, "we'll go on for a while.
Tallyho!!!"
Shambling along, the caffeine preserved zombie Robert Young stumbles over
a furry object that is lying in the road. He picks the object up and examines
it. Jamming Genghis' pointy hat onto his ruined head, he hisses "Woooolllssseeeyyy," and stumbles on in his quest for vengeance.
The parking attendant eyes the four occupants of the car with unconcealed
distaste. Except, of course, for the large-breasted young women in the back
seat, who are even now eying him with lust.
"You got tickets?" the attendant asks Nephron.
"Uh, yeah, man. Just a sec," Nephron answers as he searches his pockets
for the precious papers. "Yes!" he exclaims triumphantly as he holds up two
stained and torn tickets for the attendant to examine.
"Fantastic. Now where are the other two?"
"What?'' asks a perplexed Nephron.
"You gotta have a ticket for everybody in the car. We can't have a bunch
of people who haven't paid hanging around, taking drugs and bothering the
paying customers, now can we?" the attendant explains in his best condescending
tone.
A voice pipes up from the back seat. "Nephron honey?" Rain says, "Why
don't me and Sunshine stay here and distribute some free love? You and Genghis
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go on without us."
"Are you sure?" Nephron asks.
"I'm sure. Now you and the conquerer of the known world go on and have
fun."
"Yes, let the wenches stay." Genghis says, "They will only hamper us in
our Holy Work, Wise Nephron. We can collect them on the way out."
"Okay, but you better be here when we come out."
Sunshine and Rain climb out of the Cadillac and onto the parking attendant.
Nephron guides the Cadillac around the huge parking lot of Altamont
Speedway, looking for a place to abandon the car. He stops between two police
cars and shuts off the engine. He turns to Genghis.
"Well, dude, here we are. Altamont. The Stones, in concert. I can't believe
it. I mean, I've always wanted to see them, ya know? Man all my life I've
wanted to .. ."
Genghis interrupts Nephron's diatribe. "Shut up, Wise Nephron. We have
Holy Work to do."
"Okay, dude." Nephron gets out of the car, walks around the front end,
and opens Genghis' door for him.
"Ya know dude, if you stay around here much longer, you're gonna have
to learn a few things. Like how to open car doors, for example. Shit."
"I think that Chinese dude broke my finger, Billy Ray. I should go home
now," says Clovis as he and Billy Ray clean 'MONGOLIAN DUDE' from
the ruined billboard.
"Ah, quit whining," says Billy Ray as he turns to dip his brush in the bucket
of turpentine. He sees something on the Expressway.
"What the hell is that, Clovis?"
Clovis turns and his gaze follows Billy Ray's pointing finger.
"Ah, probably just another one of them damn hippies headin' for Altamont.
Hey hippy!" Clovis yells.
The figure stops.
"Get a job!'"
The figure makes a very obscene gesture and continues on.
"Wooolllssseeeyyy," slips from between the figure's cracked lips.
The parking attendant disengages his right hand from Sunshine's breast and
slides his arm out the small window of the parking booth.
"Tickets!" he demands.
His index finger pokes Sergeant Woolsey in the eye. Woolsey screams.
"Aaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhggggggg!!! You bastard!" Woolsey rages. "You lump
of dung! Come out of there! You're a dead man!" He begins pounding on
the door of the booth. The flimsy wood splinters and finally gives way under
Woolsey's frenzied attack. He falls into the building and lands squarely on
top of Rain, who is lying on the concrete floor. She grunts, but otherwise
seems oblivious to all that is happening. Woolsey leaps to his feet.
"Who the Hell are you?!" squeaks the naked attendant.
"I am Sergeant Enoch Woolsey of Her Majesty's Royal Horse Guardsmen.
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Prepare to be vaporized, fiend. You have injured me." Woolsey points at his
red and watery eye with his left hand and draws his revolver with his right.
He aims the gun at the bridge of the attendant's nose.
After Genghis and Nephron pass through the outer gates, they get in line
to go through the metal detectors. It takes quite a while, but they finally
make it to the head of the line. Nephron walks quickly through the turnstile.
Genghis steps through the turnstile and a loud siren blares in his ear. Startled,
he drops in a crouch, drawing a huge, jagged-edged knife from the folds of
his goat-skin shirt. The guards draw back. Genghis begins to make a highpitched keening sound in the back of his throat. He looks around and realizes
that he is badly outnumbered. Deciding to live to fight another day, he vaults
the turnstile and disappears into the crowd.
A voice blares from the parking booth intercom: "Attention all speedway
employees! A man carrying a large knife and wearing various animal hides
has escaped from security officers at the main gate. Do not alarm the concert
goers! If this man is sighted, report to main gate by phone. That is all. Get
back to work." The speaker cuts off with a metallic click. Woolsey looks at
the parking attendant cowering in front of him.
"Where's the main gate, pus bag?" he asks.
The attendant whimpers.
"Do I need to ask again?" Woolsey asks, as he cocks the Webley.
"No!" blurts the parking attendant. "It's at the other side of this lot. Just
go straight on, you can't miss it!"
Woolsey runs out of the booth and and leaps onto his horse.
"Let's get the bastard!" he shouts as he spurs his horse forward. The rest
of the troop thunders after him.
Reaching Altamont, Robert Young lumbers unmolested past the battered
attendant's booth and through the unattended metal detectors. He mingles
with the crowd and begins looking for "Woooolllllsssseeeeyyy."
Genghis, caught up in the celebratory mood of the crowd, has forgotten
his pursuers. He wanders about, peering at the varied selection of wares offered
for sale. A sign catches his eye. He walks over to the van where it is posted.
The sign reads: "MONGOLIAN HORSE PENISES, FRESH, 3.95/LB OR
TRADE FOR HUGE, JAGGED EDGE KNIFE."
"Damn," Genghis ruminates, "this must be my lucky day!"
Disoriented in the milling crowd, Woolsey and a scout become separated
from the rest of the troop.
"Corporal Boyce, stay close. We do not know if these people are British
or not. They may turn hostile," Woolsey says to the scout.
"Quite like the Sikhs, sir, eh wot?"
"Exactly."
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Genghis wanders along examining his newly purchased horse penis.
"A fine specimen," he mumbles to himself. His happy reverie is shattered
by the sudden realization that he is very far from his horde with no prospect
of returning.
"Think, think," he tells himself. Suddenly he remembers something the Grand
Bastard told him.
"I must find one," he tells himself as he begins his search.
Guided by some hellish form of intuition, the zombie of Robert Young pushes
toward the stage. Roadies and sound technicians are all over the place, but
no one notices Young hoist his pallid form onto the stage. He turns to the
crowd and begins looking for Sergeant Woolsey.
Woolsey, searching the press boxes for Genghis, sees the zombie from his
elevated vantage point. It takes a second to register the fact that Young is
wearing a pointy fur hat. "Corporal Boyce, your rifle, please."
Genghis finally finds what he's looking for. He waits impatiently as a woman
talks to someone about something called "kilos." When she finally hangs up
and leaves, the mighty Genghis Khan steps into the phone booth.
The zombie can't find Woolsey. Shading his eyes, he peers into the crowd.
No Woolsey.
"Hold still, you son of a bitch!!" rages Woolsey as he sights down the rifle
at the pointy hat. Finally, he gets a clear shot. The Enfield's report silences
the crowd momentarily, until they realize what they've just heard. Then they
run for the gates as one.
The roadies drag the still form of Robert Young back from the lip of the
stage, to the shelter of a huge amplifier. As the crew's doctor removes Young's
hat, clear cranial fluid, blood, and bits of grey brain tissue spill over his hands.
He looks up at the gathered roadies.
"This dude's dead, man."
Genghis pauses momentarily when he hears screaming. The concert of stones
must be starting, he thinks. He continues to look for the phone number.
Woolsey and Corporal Boyce calmly leave the press box.
"Jolly good shooting, Sergeant Woolsey old chap. I would say at least two
hundred yards, wot?"
"Well, Boyce, one thing you have to be able to do as a member of Her
Majesty's Horse Guard is shoot, and make every shot count."
"Right-o!!'' Boyce replies. They wander off to find Leftenant Smoot and
the rest of the Guardsmen.
Genghis dials the Grand Bastard's phone number with his stubby barbarian
fingers. The mobile operator comes on the line.
"May I help you?" she asks.
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"Yes! I need to speak with the Grand Bastard!"
"May I ask who's calling?"
"The mighty Genghis Khan, ruler of all Asia and conquerer of the known
world."
"Well, Mister Khan, Mister Bastard isn't taking any calls right now, but
you can leave a message."
"This can't wait! It's an emergency!"
"Well, If it's an emergency . .. .. "
"It is!!!"
"Okay. Hold the line."
Genghis hears several clicks, then the Grand Bastard himself comes on the
line. "Who is this??!!" he shouts. Thunder from many hooves can be heard
in the background. Genghis has to shout to be heard.
"0 Mighty Bastard, It is I, Genghis, I need directions back to my own time.
Can you help me?"
"I told you never to call me while I'm working!!" the Bastard bellows. He
slams the porta-phone back into the cradle.
Genghis is shattered. He drops the phone and walks out of the booth, in
a daze. He has no friends, no money, no huge, jagged-edged knife, and only
the gods know how far he is from home. He wanders toward the gate, head
hung low. Suddenly, he looks up. Wait a minute!, he thinks I'm Genghis Khan,
licensed bad-ass. I can handle anything! With new purpose in his step, he
strides toward the expressway.
The Appian Expressway is jammed, as usual, but Genghis makes good time
on foot. Behind him, a horn blares. He turns to see Nephron leaning out
the window of his oddly decorated Ford van. Sunshine and Rain wave at him
from the back. Nephron smiles. "Say, man, you need a ride or somethin'?"
"You wouldn't be going to Mongolia, by any chance?"
"Sure, dude. Hop in."
The van swerves slightly as Nephron, Genghis, and company head out for
Mongolia.
Woolsey stares at the corpse of Robert Young.
"Woolsey, old sock, good shooting, even if it was the wrong bloke," says
Leftenant Smoot. "I'll be buggered if I can figure how the other chap escaped."
Woolsey isn't listening. He is thinking about a certain Mongolian.
"Someday," he mutters, "someday."
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Special thanks to Robert Franzini, Associate Professor of Art, for organizing
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of English, for his advice, guidance and good spirits.
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